AGIO MANAGED A ZURE

Agio launches you into the future of IT with Agio Managed Azure public cloud computing. Using Microsoft
Azure’s award-winning public cloud, you will dramatically lower costs — compared to traditional
infrastructure — with almost unlimited capacity, greater security, and state-of-the-art backup and disaster
recovery. And, of course, moving to the public cloud with Agio is a smooth and secure transition. Our industry
experts handle all migrations and management with 24x7x365 support. A migration you don’t have to worry
about — it’s what you deserve from your IT partner.
Whether you keep just your backup or your entire environment hosted in the public cloud, Agio delivers a
premium experience with Agio Managed Azure:
•• Data Migration
•• Agio Secure Email Hosting powered by Office 365
•• Agio Server Hosting powered by Azure
•• Agio Disaster Recovery powered by Azure

PA I N L E S S D ATA M I G R AT I O N
We’ll seamlessly handle all the details in migrating your unique infrastructure—data, servers, networks, and
the kitchen sink—to Microsoft Azure’s public cloud. This includes implementing Azure’s newest security
features, testing and validating the migration. Once that’s finished, we’ll manage and secure your servers,
monitor availability and performance, and resolve issues.
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AGIO SECURE EMAIL HOS TING
powered by Office 365
The Microsoft products you know and love—Word, Excel, Outlook and more—are now based in the
public cloud as Office 365. We combine these productivity tools with the latest enhancements like cloud
collaboration, encryption technology, data classification and data leakage prevention tools—no matter
where you are or what device you’re using.

AGIO SERVER HOS TING
powered by Azure
Once Agio establishes your initial hardened cloud configuration, your infrastructure will have unlimited
scale, allowing you to realize the flexibility and cost savings of the public cloud, almost immediately. Further,
we regularly configure reviews of Azure best practices and security recommendations of existing and new
features so you know you’re taking advantage of all the cloud has to offer with the proper security in place.

AGIO DISA S TER RECOVERY
powered by Azure
No matter the threat, Microsoft Azure is the perfect safety net. It’s accessible from anywhere, has nearly
unlimited capacity, and the pay-as-you-go pricing is cost effective. With a software-defined replication stack,
Agio can replicate your infrastructure in or out of the cloud, expanding on the options for disaster recovery
(DR). Behind the scenes, we configure, document, and maintain your recovery playbook, secure your public
cloud, monitor and respond to RPO issues; run your DR testing; and initiate failover should a disaster occur,
leveraging us to provide accelerated data restoration.

WHY AGIO?
#OneAgio
When you select Agio, you’re investing in a relationship with everyone who’s a part of this firm. Our teams
operate in a symbiotic relationship, based on deposits and withdrawals, that creates a vehicle for delivering
more than just service. We deliver an experience that reaffirms to our clients we’ve got them covered. From
clean, concise implementations; to consistent support backed by automation and tools that work the way
they’re supposed to; to value-add reporting; to accurate, timely invoicing; and content on the latest IT and
cybersecurity trends, we bring the full breadth and depth of our talent to bear. We deliver #OneAgio.
For more information, please contact:
877.780.2446 | sales@agio.com
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